
Unveiling the Myths and Truths About Tango
English: A Comprehensive Exploration of the
Language's Evolution and Usage
Tango English, also known as Lunfardo, is a vibrant and distinctive
language variation that originated in the bustling streets of Buenos Aires,
Argentina. Its rich history and evolution have been shrouded in myth and
misconceptions, making it an intriguing subject for linguistic exploration.
This article aims to shed light on the origins, characteristics, and myths
surrounding Tango English, providing a comprehensive understanding of its
fascinating linguistic tapestry.

Origins and Evolution

Tango English emerged in the late 19th and early 20th centuries among the
lower classes and immigrant communities in Buenos Aires. It was a blend
of Spanish, Italian, and other languages spoken by these diverse groups,
who used it as a secret code to communicate without being understood by
outsiders.
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The port of Buenos Aires served as a major gateway for immigrants from
Europe, and the city quickly became a melting pot of cultures. As these
newcomers integrated into Argentine society, they brought with them their
own linguistic influences, which gradually merged with local Spanish to
form Tango English.
Characteristics of Tango English

Tango English is characterized by its unique vocabulary, grammar, and
pronunciation. It features a blend of Spanish words with Italian slang,
French phrases, and Yiddish expressions, creating a distinctive and colorful
linguistic mix.

Vocabulary

The vocabulary of Tango English is extensive and eclectic. It includes
words that are not found in standard Spanish, such as "bacán"
(cool),"mina" (woman),and "fiaca" (laziness). Many words have been
modified or given new meanings, reflecting the unique experiences and
perspectives of the community that created it.

Grammar

Tango English grammar is generally based on Spanish, but it also
incorporates elements from other languages. It simplifies verb
conjugations, uses double negatives for emphasis, and employs unique
slang expressions that add a playful and informal tone to conversations.

Pronunciation
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The pronunciation of Tango English is heavily influenced by the Italian
language. Vowels are often pronounced more openly and clearly, and the
"s" at the end of words is often pronounced as a "z" sound.
Myths and Misconceptions About Tango English

Over the years, a number of myths and misconceptions have arisen about
Tango English, often perpetuating inaccurate perceptions about its nature
and usage.

Myth 1: Tango English is a separate language

Truth: Tango English is not a separate language, but rather a variation of
Spanish. It shares the same grammatical structure and core vocabulary
with standard Spanish, but incorporates unique words, expressions, and
pronunciations.

Myth 2: Tango English is only spoken by criminals and the lower
classes

Truth: While Tango English originated in the lower classes, its usage has
spread throughout Argentine society. It is used in a variety of contexts, from
informal conversations to literature and music.

Myth 3: Tango English is dying out

Truth: Tango English is alive and well, continuing to be used by people of
all ages and backgrounds in Argentina. While it may not be as widespread
as standard Spanish, it remains an important part of the country's linguistic
and cultural heritage.

Tango English in Literature and Music



Tango English has played a significant role in Argentine literature and
music, adding a unique and authentic flavor to artistic expression.

Literature

Tango English has been used in countless works of literature, from short
stories and novels to poetry and theater. Notable authors, such as Jorge
Luis Borges and Julio Cortázar, have incorporated Tango English into their
writings, capturing the essence of Buenos Aires' urban culture.

Music

Tango English is deeply intertwined with tango music, the iconic genre that
originated in the streets of Buenos Aires. The lyrics of many tangos are
written in Tango English, reflecting the experiences and emotions of the
working class and immigrant communities that created it.

Tango English is a vibrant and dynamic language variation that has played
an important role in Argentine history and culture. Its origins in the melting
pot of Buenos Aires have given it a unique and eclectic character, blending
elements of Spanish, Italian, and other languages into a distinctive
linguistic tapestry.

The myths and misconceptions surrounding Tango English have often
obscured its true nature and usage. It is neither a separate language nor
solely confined to criminals and the lower classes. Tango English is alive
and well, continuing to be used by people of all ages and backgrounds,
adding a unique flavor to Argentine literature, music, and everyday
conversations.
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